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a-Lytic protease (aLP) and Streptomyces griseus protease B (SGPB) are two
extracellular serine proteases whose folding is absolutely dependent on the
existence of their companion pro regions. Moreover, the native states of
these proteins are, at best, marginally stable, with the apparent stability
resulting from being kinetically trapped in the native state by large barriers
to unfolding. Here, in an effort to understand the physical properties that
distinguish kinetically and thermodynamically stable proteins, we study
the temperature-dependences of the folding and unfolding kinetics of aLP
and SGPB without their pro regions, and compare their behavior to a
comprehensive set of other proteins. For the folding activation thermodynamics, we find some remarkable universal behaviors in the thermodynamically stable proteins that are violated dramatically by aLP. Despite
‡
significant variations in DCP;F , the maximal folding speed occurs within the
narrow biological temperature range for all proteins, except for aLP, with
its maximal folding speed shifted lower by 200 K. This implies evolutionary pressures on folding speed for typical proteins, but not for aLP. In
addition, the folding free energy barrier in the biological temperature range
for most proteins is predominantly enthalpic, but purely entropic for aLP.
The unfolding of aLP and SGPB is distinguished by three properties: a
‡
‡
remarkably large DCP;U , a very high DGU , and a maximum DG‡u at the
optimal growth temperature for the organism. While other proteins display
each of these traits to some approximation, the simultaneous optimization
of all three occurs only in the kinetically stable proteins, and appears to be
required to maximize their unfolding cooperativity, by suppressing local
unfolding events, and slowing the rate of global unfolding. Together, these
properties extend the lifetime of these enzymes in the highly proteolytic
extracellular environment. Attaining such functional properties seems
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possible only through the gross perturbation of the folding thermodynamics, which in turn has required the co-evolution of pro regions as folding
catalysts.
q 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
It is axiomatic that the amino acid sequence of a
protein determines uniquely the three-dimensional
structure appropriate for its particular function (the
native state) and the free energy favoring it over
unfolded states.1 It was once thought that a
common property of proteins that fold to stable
native states would become evident by comparing
the sequence and structural features with the
thermodynamic properties of many proteins.
There are some universal features of the free
energies of protein folding, such as the hydrophobic
temperature-dependence,2 but the enthalpy and
entropy convergence temperatures that were once
observed in a small set of proteins3 do not appear to
be generally applicable to the broader set of
proteins that has been studied since then.4,5
By contrast, it now appears that there may be
more universal behavior evident in the barriers that
separate the native and unfolded states. The free
energy barriers between conformations are determined by measuring folding and unfolding rates.
With folding kinetics measured for an increasing
number of proteins, several empirical relationships
have been found linking the folding rate to various

Figure 1. Correlation between topology and folding
rate. The folding rates for a set of 29 two-state folders and
28 multi-state folders (black open circles) correlate well
(correlation coefficient 0.7) with their absolute contact
order (not normalized to length).11 While trypsin (filled
diamond), SGPB (filled circle), and aLP (filled square) all
have nearly the same topology (contact order), only
trypsin obeys the correlation between contact order and
folding rate.

properties of protein structure.6–8 Plaxco et al. have
shown that the folding rate of a large set of proteins
correlates extremely well with the topology of the
protein, which is quantified using a parameter
known as contact order.9–11 Proteins with mostly
local interactions fold rapidly, while those with
more long-range interactions fold more slowly.
However, as shown in Figure 1, there are quite
dramatic exceptions to this observation. The
measured folding rates for the extracellular bacterial protease, a-lytic protease (aLP), and its
homologue Streptomyces griseus protease B (SGPB)
are orders of magnitude slower than that predicted
by their contact order.12,13 On the other hand, their
mammalian homologue trypsin, with the same
overall topology, folds much faster, placing it close
to the previously observed correlation between ln kF
and absolute contact order.13
In contrast to trypsin, which folds independently,14 aLP and SGPB are members of a class of
enzymes that are synthesized with pro regions
required for their folding.15 The pro regions
catalyze the folding of their respective protease
and are subsequently degraded, releasing the
mature enzymes.16,17 The co-evolution of a transient
pro region folding catalyst has effectively separated
the evolution of the folding landscape from the
functional native landscape for these proteases.
Figure 2 illustrates these decoupled landscapes
for aLP and SGPB: the folding landscape in the
presence of, and the native landscape in the absence
of, their pro regions (P). Instead of folding to the
native state when diluted from denaturant, both
enzymes form stable molten-globule intermediates
(I). In the presence of their pro regions, the
intermediates for both proteases are folded rapidly
to their thermodynamically stable states (native
state–pro region (N$P) complexes) due to the
stabilization of both their folding transition states
and their native states (N) by their pro regions.
Following degradation of the pro region to release
the folded mature protease, the landscapes change
dramatically.
In their native landscapes, the folding free energy
barriers are so large that there is virtually no
spontaneous folding (t 1/2 for aLP folding is
w1700 years, t1/2 for SGPB folding is about three
days).13 The most striking feature of these landscapes is that the aLP native state is thermodynamically unstable and the SGPB native state is
marginally stable. Their native states persist solely
due to kinetic stability resulting from the large free
energy barriers that prevent unfolding (t1/2 for aLP
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Figure 2. Free energy landscapes for aLP and SGPB
folding at 0 8C. Free energies of activation were calculated
from folding and unfolding rates using transition state
theory.49 Continuous lines indicate folding in the absence
of, and broken lines indicate folding in the presence of,
the pro region. Previous experiments demonstrated that
the aLP and SGPB intermediate states are equivalent in
energy in the absence of the pro region.13 The diagrams
were aligned by positioning the intermediate states at
equivalent energies. Binding of the pro region to the
native states was measured at 25 8C. (a) The aLP folding
landscape.12 In the absence of its pro region, unfolded
aLP folds spontaneously to a molten-globule-like intermediate (I), which proceeds at an extremely slow rate to
the native state (N) through a high-energy folding
transition state ensemble (TS). The N state is thermodynamically less stable than either the I state or the fully
unfolded molecule. The addition of the pro region (P)
provides a catalyzed folding pathway with a smaller
folding barrier that folds to a thermodynamically stable
pro region–native state complex (N$P). (b) The SGPB
folding landscape.13 Unlike aLP, the native state of SGPB
(N) is marginally stable compared to its molten-globulelike intermediate (I).12,13

unfolding is about one year, t1/2 for SGPB unfolding
is w11 days).13
This appears to be a result of the functional
optimization of their native states in order to
survive in the highly proteolytic conditions where
they function. Since even subtle subglobal unfolding events can render a protein susceptible to
exogenous proteolysis,18–23 aLP and SGPB have
evolved highly rigid native states that lack the
typical breathing and partial unfolding motions13,24
observed in native proteins. Only after their
very slow global unfolding do they sample proteolytically vulnerable conformations. This is
demonstrated by the significantly extended lifetimes of the kinetically stable enzymes when mixed
in proteolysis survival assays with their thermodynamically stable homologs trypsin and chymotrypsin, which undergo more typical native state
dynamics that limit their functional longevity.13,24
Evolving this functionally desirable protease
resistance through the high level of cooperativity
of the unfolding process and the large barrier to
unfolding has a steep energetic cost on the folding

landscape of the mature protease. Comparative
studies have revealed that for every 2.4–8-fold
increase in proteolytic resistance, there is a 7 kcal/
mol increase in the free energy barrier for folding
and a 5–10 kcal/mol loss in the thermodynamic
stability of the native state. Overcoming these
penalties requires assistance from increasingly
effective pro regions during folding.13
As a first step in discovering the structural
principles that lead to the very high kinetic barriers
that are the hallmark of these pro-dependent
proteases, we have mapped the thermodynamic
activation parameters of their folding and unfolding transition states. In addition, we present the
first comprehensive compendium of the thermodynamic activation parameters underlying
unfolding and folding kinetics for a large set of
thermodynamically stable proteins. The comparison of aLP and SGPB activation parameters with
those of thermodynamically stable proteins reveals
how kinetic stability differs specifically, and the
extent that thermodynamic restrictions limit a
single landscape responsible for both folding and
native state function.

Results and Analysis
The aLP and SGPB unfolding barriers
We determined the thermodynamic activation
‡
‡
parameters heat capacity ðDCP;U Þ, entropy ðDSU Þ,
‡
and enthalpy ðDHU Þ, of the aLP and SGPB unfolding
free energy barriers by monitoring the temperaturedependence of their unfolding kinetics. The unfolding rates for aLP at 4 8C and SGPB at 0 8C in the
absence of denaturant have been determined from
linear extrapolations of denaturant-dependent
unfolding data.12,13 The unfolding rates for aLP
and SGPB from 15–70 8C are shown in Figure 3(a)
and (b), respectively. At high temperatures, the
unfolding rates were measured directly in the
absence of denaturant. At other temperatures,
the unfolding rates were measured in the presence
of various concentrations of denaturant, and were
extrapolated to zero denaturant. The denaturantbinding model was chosen because it empirically
provided the best fit to the observed curvature.
Evidence described in Materials and Methods has
validated its use in extrapolation and ruled out
transition state movement as the cause of the
curvature. The thermodynamic activation para‡
‡
‡
meters DHU , DSU , and DCP;U were determined
from a fit of the temperature-dependence of the
aLP and SGPB unfolding rate constants in the
absence of denaturant to equation (9) (Figure 3(c),
see Materials and Methods).
The Eyring analysis in Figure 3(c) shows a
striking difference in the temperature-dependence
of aLP and SGPB unfolding kinetics. Both aLP
‡
‡
and SGPB have a very large DCP;U , but DCP;U for
SGPB is much larger than that for aLP (Table 1),
leading to the narrower shape of the curve. The
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Figure 3. Temperature-dependence of aLP and SGPB unfolding kinetics. (a) Unfolding rate constants for aLP as a
function of denaturant at 15 8C (open circles), 25 8C (open squares), 37 8C (diamonds), and 50 8C (triangles). Unfolding
rates in the absence of denaturant were extrapolated using the denaturant binding model (continuous lines, see
Materials and Methods). At 60 8C (hatched square) and 70 8C (filled circle), unfolding was measured directly in 0 M
GdnHCl. (b) Unfolding rate constants for SGPB from 15–37 8C were extrapolated from denaturant-dependent unfolding
data using the denaturant-binding model. From 45–55 8C, SGPB unfolding rates were measured directly in 0 M GdnHCl.
Symbols and lines as in (a) and 45 8C (filled square), 55 8C (inverted triangle). (c) Temperature-dependence of aLP and
SGPB unfolding kinetics. ln (kU/T) versus 1/T for aLP (black squares) and SGPB (blue circles) are well fit by an Eyring
analysis (RZ0.99973 and 0.99627, respectively). The aLP unfolding rate at 4 8C was taken from Sohl et al.12 and the SGPB
unfolding rate at 0 8C was taken from Truhlar et al.13 Error bars indicate the propagated standard error in the
‡
extrapolated or measured kU. (d) aLP and SGPB unfolding barrier stability curves. Temperature-dependence of DGU
‡
‡
(continuous line), DHU (dotted line), and KTDSU (broken line), (unfavorable O0, favorable !0) for aLP (black) and
‡
‡
SGPB (blue) unfolding. The maximum barrier height ðDGU;max Þ occurs at TS;U (305 K for aLP, 302 K for SGPB) where
‡
KTDSU crosses 0, switching from activation entropy opposing unfolding to favoring it.

change in heat capacity upon unfolding is highly
correlated with the exposure of surface.25–27 The
‡
larger DCP;U for SGPB indicates that its transition
state is more unfolded (exposed) than the aLP
transition state.
‡
‡
Since DCP;U determines the slopes of DHU and
‡
KTDSU with temperature (Materials and Methods,
‡
equations (7) and (8)), the large DCP;U for aLP and
SGPB unfolding indicates that these change rapidly
with temperature. Therefore, instead of analyzing
the thermodynamic activation parameters of the
unfolding free energy barriers at just one

temperature, we investigated the overall thermodynamic profiles of the activation parameters,
including temperature-dependence. To this end,
we adapted the protein stability curve analysis
developed by Becktel & Schellman, which illustrates the temperature-dependence of DG, DH, and
KTDS for equilibrium unfolding,28 and was first
used in a comprehensive manner by Agashe &
Udgaonkar.29 This approach has been used to
examine thermodynamic differences between
mesophilic and thermophilic homologs and other
protein variants.30–32
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Table 1. Thermodynamics of SGPB unfolding and aLP unfolding and folding at 10 8C
SGPB
Parameter
DG (kcal/mol)
DH (kcal/mol)
KTDS (kcal/mol)
DCp (kcal/(mol K))
a
b
c
d

aLP

N unfolding
to TS (XTS–XN)

N unfolding
to TS (XTS–XN)a

I refolding
to TS (XTS–XI)b

N unfolding
to I (XI–XN)c,d

C25G3
K15G3
C40G3
C2.2G0.2

C26G1
K2G1
C28G1
C1.3G0.05

C30G1c
K20G2
C50G2
K0.17G0.005

K4G0.1
C18G2
K22G2
C1.47G0.05b

From this work.
Calculated from a and d.
Measured at 4 8C.
From Sohl et al.12

We generated unfolding barrier stability curves
‡
by plotting the temperature-dependence of DGU ,
‡
‡
DHU , and KTDSU . The result is a thermodynamic
fingerprint (Figure 3(d)), where the unfolding
barrier for each protein is characterized by the
degree to which its thermodynamic activation
parameters change with temperature as dictated
‡
by DCP;U. This is illustrated in the degree of
‡
curvature of DGU with temperature and the steep‡
‡
ness of the DHU andKTDSU curves. In addition, the
‡
DGU curve is characterized by both its maximum
value and the temperature where that maximum is
‡
reached, which occurs where KTDSU crosses zero
‡
ðTS;U Þ.
As with most proteins, in the experimental
temperature range the free energy of activation for
‡
unfolding is unfavorable ðDGU O 0Þ for aLP and
SGPB. For both proteins, the unfolding free energy
barriers at low temperature are dominated completely by unfavorable activation entropy
‡
ðKTDSU O 0Þ. It is not until rather high temperatures
‡
that both proteins reach their TS;U (w300 K) and the
favorable configurational entropy is able to compensate for the unfavorable entropy from solvating
the exposed hydrophobic surfaces. In contrast to the

activation entropy, at low temperatures the activation enthalpy actually favors unfolding to the
‡
transition state for both proteins ðDHU ! 0Þ, presumably from additional solvent-based interactions
in the transition state, but as the temperature
increases, the activation enthalpy becomes unfavorable. Above w300 K, activation enthalpy dominates
the unfolding free energy barriers due to the loss of
favorable protein–protein interactions present in
their native states.
The narrower temperature range for the SGPB
‡
DGU curve and the steeper temperature-depen‡
‡
dence of the DHU and KTDSU curves, compared to
‡
those for aLP, again highlight SGPB’s larger DCP;U.
‡
As a result of this larger DCP;U, the unfolding free
energy barrier of SGPB decreases more rapidly from
‡
its maximum than does the aLP DGU, allowing aLP
to maintain a larger unfolding free energy barrier at all
temperatures compared to SGPB. In a similar study
that measured the thermodynamics underlying the
different equilibrium stabilities of thermophilic and
mesophilic RNase H* (RNase H* is a cysteine-free
variant of RNase H1), Marqusee and co-workers
demonstrated that the thermostable variant has a
smaller DCP;NU (1.8 versus 2.7 kcal/(mol K)),

Table 2. Thermodynamic activation parameters of aLP, SGPB and 13 thermodynamically stable proteins
‡

‡

‡

‡

‡

‡

Protein

Nr

DCP;U
(kcal/(mol K))

DGU;max
(kcal/mol)

TS;U
(K)

DCP;F
(kcal/(mol K))

DGF;min
(kcal/mol)

TS;F
(K)

aLPa
SGPB
ACPb,39
a-specSH340
CD2.d1a,c,41
CI250
Bc CspB31
Bs CspB31
FKBP43
Hprd,32
N-PGKa,c,44
NTL9c,45
Protein Lc,46
Tendamistat47
y. isocyto-c48

198
185
98
62
98
64
67
67
107
85
175
56
62
74
103

1.3G0.05
2.2G0.2
0.91G0.05
0.17
0.57G0.1
0.48G0.02
0.26G0.02
0.07G0.1
n.d.
0.74G0.1
0.45G0.06
0.28G0.11
0.19G0.03
0.60G0.03
0.6G0.3

27.1
26.4
24.1
20.1
21.9
23.4
18.1
16.6
n.d.
19.1
20.0
17.9
21.9
23.5
19.9

305
302
271.5
298
283.5
270
269
209.5
n.d.
296
301.5
285
269.5
289
272

K0.17G0.005
n.d.
K0.61G0.04
K0.55G0.02
K0.41G0.05
K0.49G0.01
K0.53G0.02
K0.64G0.07
K0.67G0.01
K0.77G0.04
K0.28G0.08
K0.60G0.08
K0.32G0.02
K0.49G0.01
K1.0G0.3

11.1
n.d.
19.4
16.4
16.5
14.9
13.2
13.2
16.6
16.6
16.0
13.3
15.9
14.8
16.6

100
n.d.
285.5
284.5
296.5
294
288
289
290.5
298
306
295.5
275
281
289.5

a
b
c
d

Folding from an intermediate.
Measured in 1.1 M urea.
Original k 0 T used was 1.00!1010.
Measured in 0.55 M GdnHCl.
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allowing it to maintain greater stability at the higher
temperatures at which it normally functions.30
While aLP maintains a larger unfolding free
energy barrier than SGPB at all temperatures,
the difference between them at physiological
temperatures is much smaller than at 0 8C, where
they had been compared previously.13 In fact,
‡
SGPB’s DGU;max is only 0.7 kcal/mol lower than
‡
that for aLP (Table 2). Furthermore, DGU;max for
‡
both aLP and SGPB occur at w300 K (TS;U , Table 2),
coinciding with the optimal growth temperatures
for their bacterial hosts (303 K and 298 K, respectively), indicating that they are maximally stable
under physiological conditions.
Thermodynamic activation parameters of
unfolding barriers

Figure 4. Temperature-dependence of unfolding activation thermodynamics. Temperature-dependence of
activation thermodynamic parameters for aLP (black),
SGPB (blue), ACP (green), a-spec SH3 (pink), CD2.d1
(red), CI2 (cyan), Bc CspB (brick), Bs CspB (brown), Hpr
(purple), N-PGK (orange), NTL9 (lilac), protein L (gold),
tendamistat (light green), and y- isocyto-c (gray) unfolding. For ease of comparison, curves have been extrapolated to a wide temperature range; however, the regions

The similar profiles with temperature for the
unfolding activation parameters of aLP and SGPB
suggest a common thermodynamic mechanism by
which proteins develop highly cooperative unfolding transitions and high degrees of kinetic stability.
‡
‡
Do these hallmarks (large DCP;U and large DGU with
maxima at physiological temperatures) distinguish
them from thermodynamically stable proteins?
How widely do unfolding barrier activation parameters vary among proteins that are constrained to
concurrently evolve folding and function in a single
energy landscape? To answer these questions, we
collected data on activation thermodynamics from
13 proteins in the literature for a comprehensive
barrier analysis (Table 2, see Materials and
Methods).
‡
‡
Figure 4 shows the (a) DGU , (b) KTDSU , and (c)
‡
DHU curves for aLP (black), SGPB (blue), and the
thermodynamically stable proteins. The biggest
difference observed is that aLP and SGPB have
‡
the two largest DCP;U values (larger by 0.4 and
1.3 kcal/(mol K), respectively), and therefore the
narrowest free energy barrier curves and the
steepest entropy and enthalpy curves. Despite
‡
the narrowness of their DGU curves, their maximum
free energy barriers are so large that SGPB main‡
tains a larger DGU than the others between 4 8C and
69 8C, and the free energy barrier of aLP is the
‡
largest between 4 8C and 97 8C. Their DGU;max
values are the highest (by 3.0 kcal/mol and
2.3 kcal/mol, respectively), and occur at the highest
‡
(305 K and 302 K, respectively).
Ts,u
The thermodynamically stable proteins themselves vary more widely in their behavior than
might be expected from the modest variations in
‡
DCP;U (0.07–0.91 kcal/(mol K)), with broad ranges
‡
observed for both their maximum DGU (16.6–
‡
24.1 kcal/mol) and their TS;U (209.5–301.5 K).
Although aLP and SGPB are the largest proteins

outside 0–70 8C are shaded to indicate their exclusion
‡
from the experimental temperature range. (a) DGU ,
‡
‡
(b) DHU , and (c) KTDSU .
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in the set, there is no correlation between the
number of residues and any of the parameters that
uniquely characterize the unfolding barrier stability
‡
‡
‡
curves (DGU;max , TS;U , or DCP;U ). Interestingly, there
‡
is also no clear correlation between DCP;U and the
‡
‡
DGU;max or TS;U. Acylphosphatase (ACP), the pro‡
tein with the largest DCP;U after aLP and SGPB, does
‡
have the highest maximum DGU of the thermo‡
dynamically stable proteins, but its TS;U is 271.5 K.
On the other hand, the histidine-containing phosphocarrier protein Hpr, which has the next largest
‡
‡
DCP;U displays nearly the highest TS;U (296 K) of the
‡
set, but its DGU;max is among the lowest.
The aLP folding barrier
Because of the thermal instability of the I state, it
is not possible to perform an Eyring analysis on aLP
and SGPB refolding to extract the thermodynamic
activation components of their folding free energy

361
barriers directly. However, the previously determined thermodynamics of the equilibrium between
the aLP N and I12 allowed us to use the unfolding
activation parameters determined here to calculate
the aLP folding barrier activation thermodynamic
parameters as well (Table 1). This reveals that, as
with the unfolding free energy barrier, unfavorable
activation entropy dominates the folding free
energy barrier of aLP at 10 8C. Previous titration
calorimetry results showed that the I state is
stabilized over the N state from an excess of
favorable entropy, likely resulting from the
additional configurational entropy due to aLP’s
unusually high glycine content.12 In folding to the
TS state, the loss of this excess configurational
entropy contributes to the dominating unfavorable
activation entropy.
We then calculated the folding barrier stability
curve for aLP (Figure 5(a)). Its appearance is
inverted compared to the unfolding barrier stability

Figure 5. Temperature-dependence of folding activation thermodynamics. (a) aLP folding barrier stability curve. For
‡
‡
‡
the aLP I to TS folding transition, DGF reaches a minimum at the temperature whereKTDSF crosses 0 K ðTS;F Þ, switching
‡
‡
‡
from favorable to unfavorable. (b) DGF , (c) DHF , and (d)KTDSF with temperature for the entire set of proteins. Colors are
as in Figure 4, and neon green for FKBP.
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curve, because surface area is buried during
folding, leading to a negative change in activation
‡
‡
heat capacity. aLP’s minimum DGF occurs at a TS;F
of 100 K. As a result, the folding free energy barrier
of aLP increases with temperature over the entire
accessible temperature range, due to increasing
unfavorable activation entropy of folding. In con‡
‡
trast to the large DCP;U upon unfolding, the DCP;F of
aLP is relatively small, leading to the observed
‡
‡
‡
shallow dependencies of DGF , DHF , and KTDSF on
temperature.
Thermodynamic activation parameters of
folding barriers
While the unfolding activation parameters of aLP
and SGPB are at the extreme of the range observed
for other proteins, dramatically different behavior is
revealed for aLP when its folding activation
parameters are compared with the 13 thermodynamically stable proteins from the literature. It
is immediately apparent in Figure 5(b) that the
entire folding barrier stability profile for aLP is
shifted to far lower temperatures than those of the
‡
other proteins. Its minimum occurs at a TS;F nearly
‡
200 K below the next lowest TS;F . In addition,
aLP’s activation entropy for folding becomes
increasingly unfavorable throughout the accessible
temperature range, and is far larger than all the
‡
others up to 330 K. At 300 K,KTDSF for aLP is more
unfavorable by 40 kcal/mol than the next largest
entropic penalty. Clearly, the folding free energy
barrier of aLP possesses significant excess activation entropy relative to the other proteins.
‡
Figure 5 emphasizes the relatively small DCP;F of
aLP (only K0.17 kcal/(mol K)), which impacts
‡
KTDSF as well, indicating only a small favorable
solvent entropy gain from surface burial upon
folding from the I state to the TS state. Two other
proteins that fold from intermediates, CD2.d1 and
‡
NPGK, also have two of the smallest DCP;F values
(K0.41 kcal/(mol K) and K0.28 kcal/(mol K)).
However, their minima are not shifted to lower
temperatures like that of aLP, but instead occur at
‡
two of the highest TS;F observed (296.5 K and
306 K). Therefore, while folding from an inter‡
mediate and/or having a small DCP;F , may contribute partially to aLP’s unusually entropic folding
free energy barrier, the primary cause must be the
loss of the excess configurational entropy of the I
state.
In addition to highlighting aLP’s unusual folding
activation parameters, Figure 5 illuminates an
apparent universal behavior among the thermodynamically stable proteins. Despite the wide range
‡
of DCP;F (K0.28 kcal/(mol K) to K1.6 kcal/
‡
(mol K)), they all reach their DGF;min in a very
narrow temperature range. This is visually appar‡
ent in the centered behavior of the DGF curves and
the tightly clustered intersections in the KTDS‡ and
‡
‡
DHF plots. In contrast to the TS;U values, which
‡
range from 209.5 K to 301.5 K, the TS;F values range
from 275 K to 306 K.
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Discussion
‡

The large DCP;U observed for aLP and SGPB is the
most significant feature of their unfolding thermodynamic activation parameters. Exposure of such a
large amount of surface area in both transition
states implies the existence of a significant network
of interactions in their native states that is released
only in a highly concerted unfolding transition.
‡
Therefore, their large DCP;U values are likely to be
linked directly to the observed high cooperativity in
their unfolding reactions (i.e. the suppression of
local unfolding transitions).13,24 There may be other
subtleties in the balance of surface exposure and the
degree of structure in the transition state ensemble,
and the presence of strain in the native state that
contribute to optimizing the thermodynamic
activation parameters.
When compared with the thermodynamically
stable proteins, in addition to having the largest
‡
‡
‡
DCP;U values, the TS;U and DGU;max for DLP and
SGPB are the highest in the set as well. This
indicates that their unfolding barriers are maximized at temperatures closer to physiological,
which is more critical for aLP and SGPB because
their stability is determined solely from their
unfolding free energy barriers. In addition,
‡
because TS;U denotes the temperature at which
activation entropy switches from unfavorable to
favorable, activation entropy dominates the unfolding barriers of aLP and SGPB at higher temperatures than for the other proteins.
The unfolding activation parameters observed for
the thermodynamically stable proteins vary widely
and in an uncorrelated fashion. It appears that there
‡
are various mechanisms for increasing DGU;max and
‡
‡
DCP;U or reaching TS;U at physiological temperatures, which operate independently in most proteins. While the values of these parameters for aLP
and SGPB merely extend the already broad range
observed previously, these proteins appear to be
unique, in having evolved to maximize all three of
these parameters simultaneously.
In contrast to unfolding kinetics, our comprehensive analysis of folding kinetics has revealed that
thermodynamically stable proteins themselves
exhibit a remarkable coincidence of their folding
‡
‡
activation parameters. The DHF and KTDSF curves
‡
intersect in, and DGF curves are centered around, a
‡
tight temperature range (TS;F 290(G8) K). This is
observed for proteins ranging in size from 56–175
‡
amino acid residues, with DCP;F values from
K0.28 kcal/(mol K) to K1.0 kcal/(mol K), and
includes those folding through intermediates, as
well as mesophilic versus thermophilic homologues
(CspB) differing by twofold in equilibrium stability.
This striking result suggests that the evolutionary
pressure on a landscape required to optimize
folding and native properties simultaneously
imposes quite a narrow restriction on the activation
thermodynamics of folding free energy barriers.
Convergence of behavior in folding transition
states was observed by Munoz and co-workers in a
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separate analysis of the temperature-dependence of
unfolding and folding kinetics for six proteins.33
Using a different treatment of transition state theory
and additional assumptions to separate solvation
from conformational contributions to activation
entropy, they found that all of the transition states
appear to possess a similar fraction of conformational entropy per residue. Despite the different
approaches, both their analysis and ours point to a
distinct restriction of folding thermodynamics for
normal proteins.
The violation of this universal behavior by aLP
demonstrates that, with separate folding and native
landscapes it is possible to evolve a native state with
dramatically different activation parameters comprising the folding barrier separating it from
unfolded states. Presumably, aLP folding in the
context of the pro region would conform to the
universal behavior. Although the full thermodynamic profile for the pro region-catalyzed folding
reaction is not known, the free energy barrier to
folding in the presence of the pro region at 273 K is
18 kcal/mol,34 which places it squarely in the range
‡
of the DGF observed for the thermodynamically
stable proteins.
Interestingly, Baker and co-workers have shown
that, when the pressure for native state function is
relieved, variants of existing proteins can be
redesigned completely to fold and/or unfold faster
than the functional parent.35 In addition, they
computationally designed and optimized a 93
amino acid residue sequence to adopt a completely
novel structure. 36 This sequence, which was
evolved in silico, solely for native state stability
but not folding or function, does in fact fold to a
very stable native state, but with more complex
folding kinetics than observed typically for small
proteins. These examples further suggest that
balancing the multiple evolutionary pressures of
folding, stability, and function within a single
conformational landscape restricts the activation
thermodynamics for both folding and unfolding
dramatically. Relieving some of those evolutionary
pressures allows for the exploration of otherwise
inaccessible thermodynamic space.
Nature appears to have already set a more
generous range for unfolding than folding thermodynamic activation parameters, as a large range is
observed in unfolding parameters with no evidence
for a universal behavior. This is presumably
required to accommodate the vast array of different
needs for function, longevity, and regulation.
However, above some threshold, the small
improvements to simultaneously tune these parameters to the extreme observed for aLP and SGPB
incur huge costs on folding. The pro regioncontaining proteins overcome these penalties by
decoupling their folding and native landscapes.
Proteins that fold with chaperone assistance, those
that function in environments different from where
they fold, and those functioning as components of
larger complexes may offer examples of other
strategies that decouple folding and native

landscapes to allow extreme optimization of native
states.

Materials and Methods
Materials
Guanidine hydrochloride (GdnHCl) was from ICN
(Cleveland, OH). Stocks were filtered through a 0.22 mm
pore-size filter and the concentration was determined
using refractive index measurements.37 All other
chemicals were from Fisher.
Measurement of aLP unfolding kinetics
The proteolytically inactive SA195 variant of aLP,
which was expressed and purified as described,12 was
used for unfolding experiments. SA195 has a crystal
structure identical with that of wild-type aLP. Unfolding
reactions were performed in 10 mM potassium acetate
(pH 5.0), and they were initiated by manual mixing to a
final protein concentration of 0.1–1.75 mM. At 15 8C, 25 8C,
37 8C and 50 8C, unfolding was carried out at a series of
concentrations of GdnHCl. Refractive index measurements were used to measure the concentration of GdnHCl
in each sample accurately.37 At 60 8C and at 70 8C
unfolding was measured directly in the absence of
denaturant. Unfolding was followed by measuring
change in intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence (lexcitationZ
283 nm, lemissionZ322 nm), using an 8100SLM-Aminco
fluorometer connected to an external, thermostatically
controlled bath. Previous experiments demonstrating the
coincidence of unfolding rates monitored by fluorescence
and circular dichroism support the assumption of twostate unfolding for aLP.12
Measurement of SGPB unfolding kinetics
SGPB was expressed and purified as described.13
Unfolding reactions containing 1.75 mM SGPB in 10 mM
potassium acetate (pH 5.0) were initiated by manual
mixing and followed by measuring change in intrinsic
tryptophan fluorescence (lexcitationZ290 nm, lemissionZ
350 nm) using a Fluoromax-3 (J. Y. Horiba), connected to
an external water-bath. Unfolding rates from 15 8C to
37 8C were measured in a series of concentrations of
GdnHCl, where refractive index measurements were
used to measure the concentration of GdnHCl accurately.
From 45 8C to 60 8C, unfolding was measured directly in
the absence of denaturant. Autolysis was minimized by
performing all unfolding reactions at pH 5.0. Even at high
temperatures, inhibition of the proteolytic activity
resulted in the identical unfolding rate. Previous experiments demonstrating the coincidence of unfolding rates
monitored by fluorescence and loss of enzymatic activity
support the assumption of two-state unfolding for SGPB.13
Analysis of unfolding kinetics
Non-linear regression analysis with Kaleidagraph
(version 3.6; Synergy Software) was used to obtain the
mono-exponential rate constants for aLP unfolding using:
y Z a K b expKkU t

(1)

SGPB unfolding data were fit to either equation (1) or
equation (2):
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y Z a K b expKkU t K ct

(2)

when necessary, to determine the rate constants for
unfolding. Due to the curvature in the dependence of
lnkU on [GdnHCl] at 15 8C and above for both aLP and
SGPB, the data were best fit by the denaturant-binding
model.37 For equilibrium unfolding, this model assumes a
discrete number of binding sites for denaturant on the
unfolded molecule:
ln kU;GdnHCl Z ln kU;H2 O C Dn lnð1 C K½GdnHClÞ

Eyring analysis of unfolding kinetics
Applying transition state theory by the method of Chen
‡
et al.,38 we determined the activation free energies ðDGU Þ
at each concentration of denaturant from the unfolding
rate constants:
‡

(4)

where k 0 is the pre-exponential factor, which accounts for
the rate of transition state decay, originally taken from
chemical collision theory to be simply the rate of a
molecular vibration:
k 0 Z kB T=h

(5)

where kB is Boltzman’s constant (1.3805!10K23 J/K), and
h is Planck’s constant (6.625!10K34 J s).
DG‡ is comprised of a balance of enthalpy (DH‡) and
entropy (DS‡):
DG‡ Z DH‡ K TDS‡

(6)

DH‡ and DS‡ vary with temperature, due to the difference
‡
in the heat capacities ðDCP Þ of the N state and the TS state:
‡

‡

DH‡ ¼ DHT0 þ DCP ðT K T0 Þ
‡

(7)

‡

DS‡ ¼ DST0 þ DCP lnðT=T0 Þ

(8)
‡

kU
T



‡

¼

R
‡

þ



‡

DST0 ;U K DCP;U

þ ln

‡

DCP;U K DHT0 ;U =T0
R

h
kB





T0
T



 
‡
DCP;U
T
ln 0
K
R
T

(9)

(3)

where Dn is the difference in the number of binding sites
between the native and the unfolded molecule, and K is
the equilibrium constant for denaturant binding. However, although this model has been applied to the
denaturant-dependence of unfolding kinetics,38 it is not
clear that a physical interpretation of the fit parameters in
terms of number of denaturant binding sites on the
transition state and binding constant of denaturant to the
transition state is warranted, due to the highly transitory
nature of the transition state. Therefore, we have treated
equation (3) as an empirical equation that best fits the
data. In addition, we have validated its use for aLP by
showing that the resulting rate constant extrapolated to
water from measurements in GdnHCl matches exactly
the directly measured unfolding rate constant at 60 8C,
where direct measurement of unfolding is possible (S.S.J.
& D.A.A., unpublished results).

DGU Z KRT lnðkU =k 0 Þ


ln

‡

where T0 is a reference temperature at which DH0 and DS0
are known. When they are not known at any temperature,
they can be determined by monitoring the change in kU
with temperature, which is how we determined them
here. The data were fit to the following equation, which
combines equations (4)–(8):38

Calculation of aLP folding parameters at 10 8C
The thermodynamic activation parameters for aLP
folding (from I to the TS) were calculated using the
‡
‡
unfolding DHU andKTDSU at 10 8C determined here, and
the previously determined DHNI and KTDSNI at 10 8C.12
We then used those values with the previously deter‡
mined kf at 4 8C and at 25 8C to calculate DCP;F using a
minimum least-squares calculation (Table 1).
Comparison with activation parameters of
thermodynamically stable proteins
Thermodynamic activation parameters for the unfolding and folding transition states of thermodynamically
stable proteins were collected from the literature (Table 2).
The proteins included are human muscle acylphosphatase (ACP),39 PWT variant of a-spectrin Src homology
region 3 (SH3) domain with second and third residues
substituted for a Gly residue (a-specSH3),40 domain 1
(residues 1–98) of T-cell adhesion protein CD2 (CD2.d1),41
chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI2),42 Bacillus caldolyticus coldshock protein (Bc CspB),31 Bacillus subtilis cold-shock
protein (Bs CspB),31 human FK506 binding protein 12
(FKBP),43 Escherichia coli histidine-containing phosphocarrier protein (Hpr), 32 Bacillus stearothermophilus
N-terminal domain of phosphoglycerate kinase (residues
1–175) (N-PGK),44 B. stearothermophilus N-terminal
domain (residues 1–56) of L9 (NTL9),45 Y43W point
mutant of protein L (protein L),46 Streptomyces tendae
a-amylase inhibitor tendamistat (tendamistat),47 and
Saccharomyces cerevisiae iso-2 cytochrome c (y. isocyto-c).48
In order to compare the thermodynamic activation
parameters, it was necessary to ensure that all raw
unfolding and refolding rates were transformed using
the same pre-exponential factor k 0 in equation (4), to
calculate DG‡ and KTDS‡ (the absolute values of DH‡ and
‡
DCP are independent of k 0 ). Although there is ongoing
discussion about which value constitutes the most
appropriate pre-exponential factor for protein folding
transition states,44 for the purposes of relative comparisons, as in our study, this choice is not critical. Since the
majority of studies used kBT/h for k 0 , we used that as the
standard pre-exponential factor for comparing the thermodynamics of various transition states. For those studies
using an alternative k 0 , the raw kU or kF was calculated
‡
from the reported DGexp , alternative k 0 , and experimental
‡
temperature (Texp) using equation (4). The new DGcalc for
our comparison was then calculated using the extracted
rate constant and kBT/h, again using equation (4). By
‡
subtracting the reported DH‡ from the new DGcalc,
‡
KTDScalc was calculated. For all proteins, with the
DH‡ and standardized KTDS‡ known at Texp, the
‡
reported DCP was used in equations (7) and (8) to
calculate DH‡ and KTDS‡ for unfolding and folding at
temperatures ranging from 150–450 K. This wide range
was used simply to help illustrate the full profiles and
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‡

assist in their comparison. Assumption of a constant DCP
is likely to be valid only in the experimentally relevant
temperature range 0–70 8C.5
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